ii. // r.ear, then <8>r t e(<8>3U + . in. // r.ea;, then (g) T t e (®a,)'. 
ii. // r.ear, then <8>r t e(<8>3U + . in. // r.ea;, then (g) T t e (®a,)'. respectively. Then G = ((g)G t )P(c).
Making use of these results we will try to give an explicit one to one correspondence between a normalized finite normal trace <p on an infinite tensor product of von Neumann algebras and a probability measure v on an infinite product of compact spaces. We shall use the reduction theory of von Neumann algebras which has been systematically studied by von Neumann ^11], Segal Q8] and others. The terminologies and notations concerning the reduction theory will be taken from Dixmier [jT] .
In section 3 we will consider a correspondence of a normal positive linear functional on an incomplete infinite tensor product of von Neumann algebras to a protective system, with some additional conditions, of normal positive linear functionals of finite tensor products of von Neumann algebras, in analogy with the Kolmogoroff 's extension theorem on probability measures.
Through the aid of such a consideration on states, we will find that if SX 4 is a finite factor for each c £E /, then the finite part of 031* is carried by one minimal central projection P(c) whenever it exists in ( §) §l t . This corollary enables us to continue a further investigation on the structures of a finite normal trace on 021,.
In section 4 we will give a partial answer to the problem which we have been aiming at from the beginning of our study of infinite tensor products of von Neumann algebras. The main argument will be presented as a series of lemmas mainly about the decomposition of infinite tensor products of Hilbert spaces, vectors, operators, von Neumann algebras and traces. The final conclusion of the present paper can be summarized as
Theorem. Let Z L be a compact Hausdorff space, v t a probability
Radon measure with the carrier Z 0 C->^p t (O a v ^measurable field of non zero Hilbert spaces on Z t , C*~>2-T. 4 In what follows we will have to assume that the reader is familiar with the elementary properties of von Neumann algebras which are given n von Neumann algebra: Let § be a Hilbert space, x a vector in § and 21. a von Neumann algebra on £>. C § and S( §) stand for von Neumann algebras of all scalar operators and all operators on § respectively. Denote by E(j&, x) the projection onto the subspace spanned by {Ax:A£$l}.
Let 0 and 1 denote the zero and the identity operators. By 2F, 31% and 2P we mean the set of all unitary, non negative and projection operators in 31 respectively. o) x is a positive linear functional defined by a) x by (X)-A pair of (X) and (j 4 ) is equivalent if 2 | (X, y t )~l I < + °°3 which we denote by OO~(y t ). Denote the set of all Co-sequences by F 0 and the set of equivalence classes c by F = F Q /^^. Let (< §£> t denote the complete infinite tensor product of $Q t and ©£> t the set of all finite linear combinations of tensor product vectors § §x t for (X) €E/V Let 0° § t denote the incomplete infinite tensor product of $Q t with respect to c 6 F.
Infinite tensor product of von Neumann algebras: Let Sl t be von Neumann algebras on §* for each c E /. Denote the zero operator and the identity operator on £> t by O t and l t , sometimes without suffix. !(/) is the identity on ®/ § 4 . Denote A t = A^l(I-{c}}.
(g)Sl, is a von Neumann algebra on (g)£> t generated by A, satisfying A t G~$L t for all c£l. Let ©St. be the union of UjiA,: A L eSl,} for all /C/. P c is a projection of ®£) 4 to ® c §. for cE-T and P(c) is its central carrier in ((g)^) 7 . Since P(c) = liml(/)(g)£((® / ca i y,®^i) for (a;,)€c,P(c) belongs to the commutor of ®8( § t ) and hence P(c) 6 (®8(£ f )y-Since P(c) e (g)Sl, and 021X0S( § 4 ) 5 it follows that P(c) is a central projection of ®S(© 4 ) as well as (g)Sl t . If P(c)a; = 0 for some x = P^x, then P c / = P(c)P e /.
Consequently, P(c) = 2 e 'er f p c/ £p(c)Pc'. ^'^^ or 0 (c)^. is tne restriction of C or P(c)(0^t) to P c or P(c) respectively. Proof. As <p is normal, we have a countable subset TO of (S)7=i §» such that ^? = 2 *,€E5m^ • Therefore the carrier E (resp. £}) of (p (resp. ^131/0(0?=! W C/)) is of the form £(®J =1 2i;, 3K) (resp. ) 3 2ft))-Utilizing the carrier £} of 0> y , we have Since it is clear that E^Ej for y = l, 2, ..., TI, we know Since § § n i=l Ei is the carrier of 0/=i<^, the null projection N of 0J =1^, -is orthogonal to 0J =1 -B/ and therefore it is orthogonal to E. Hence N is also a null projection of <p.
Q.E.D. In general, it is not obvious whether equality holds or not. In the following, the notations Z t , v t , C, ^.(C,) 5 2UO, §o 3, and E t are used as in the introduction and a series of lemmas is stated, assuming 
Among these conditions, (Al) is needed to construct measurable fields
of an incomplete infinite tensor product of Hilbert spaces and of von Neumann algebras, because the method we will employ in this paper is developed under the hypothesis that each stalk is separable. (A2) is needed to make Z=HZ t locally compact, because the reduction theory on a completely regular space which is not locally compact is not yet prepared. From (A3) and (A5), we know that stalks of a von Neumann algebra are finite locally almost everywhere on Z. By (A4) we can avoid the complexity of the product measure ®v t . The boundedness of measure, (A4), implies the countable decomposability of the von Neumann algebra. The countable decomposability also follows from (A3). The main result is summarized already as Theorem in Section 1.
